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(Hook)
This for the listeners with big businesses, gettinÂ’ it, 
LivinÂ’ overseas with it
Who get fly as a fuck, roll up, 
Drop a hundred thousand like these niggas
All my jewelry is custom and itÂ’s live from the head to
the V, niggas
We gonÂ’ be gettingÂ’ it Â– we gonÂ’ be gettinÂ’ it,
and gettinÂ’ it and gettinÂ’ it

(Verse 1)
Drug trafficker Â– bankbook from Attica
Max, slap it right in your lab, I put the apple on it
Dipped in pajamas
Behold the llamas, anacondas
Promotional cuts, niggas with choppers on Â‘em
Wu panoramic - elevate a lab with a hammock
Wrangler red, coke in cabinets
Flex on the mayor Â– slanginÂ’ in Disney on the lay-up
Fresh new whites on, youÂ’ll pay us
Back to this emceeing, dipped in so many Diems
TakinÂ’ it back to baby BMs
Meet me at the manor, where all my niggas sit back
and gamble
Put your house up, buy you a Lambo
And my lady she a winner, got a real nigga, my agenda
Pop you everything, give you the van number
Style, more passion, flashinÂ’, the general nasty
Mixed with raw, more, and fashion

(Hook)
This for the listeners with big businesses, gettinÂ’ it, 
LivinÂ’ overseas with it
Who get fly as a fuck, roll up, 
Drop a hundred thousand like these niggas
All my jewelry is custom and itÂ’s live from the head to
the V, niggas
We gonÂ’ be gettingÂ’ it Â– we gonÂ’ be gettinÂ’ it,
and gettinÂ’ it and gettinÂ’ it

(Verse 2)
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Russian connects, shower head flooded in baguettes
Come live in my garage with the steps
Blue Nose Pit, the stone cost a hundred, you trick
Money be funny, tax right, piff
Covers is Louis, pillows Chanel, flowinÂ’ well
Fish tank Gazelle made me skip
To Honolulu or France, maxinÂ’ with my boo-boo
Between me and you, when itÂ’s rap, IÂ’m a guru
Every we buy is fly, from Fila to Deda
Catch me overseas near the kiosk
360 BIÂ’s, see on, LeviÂ’s
Title whip rap version, me and 40 meet eyes
Pussy ainÂ’t nothinÂ’, itÂ’s money we want, rollinÂ’ a
blunt
Run down your honey with a gun, yo
Niggas to bitches to outside visitors
With rap, craps, darts, dedicated to the listeners

(Hook)
This for the listeners with big businesses, gettinÂ’ it, 
LivinÂ’ overseas with it
Who get fly as a fuck, roll up, 
Drop a hundred thousand like these niggas
All my jewelry is custom and itÂ’s live from the head to
the V, niggas
We gonÂ’ be gettingÂ’ it Â– we gonÂ’ be gettinÂ’ it,
and gettinÂ’ it and gettinÂ’ it
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